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Two tables are published below. The first presents the
	 /7*
numbers of stars according to the Catalog IRC, for which all or
part of the identification with the Catlogs BS-HR, GC or DM is
incorrect, as well as the star quantities V and the spectra,
i.e., the stars actually measured are not identical to them at
all. The second table presents the numbers of stars in the IRC
catalog, for which the identifications with variable stars printed
with them are erroneous, whereas other identifications are usually
correct.
Table 1
-30104, -20481 +10351 +40002• +50437
-30108 -20517 +10366 +40003 +50463
-30163 —10172 +10367 +40070 +50465
-30249. -10409 +10337 +40074 +60019
-30320 -10477 +10399 +40117 +60040
-•30322 —10487 +2011G +40346 +60062
-30323 -10609 +20214 +40403 +60153
-30348 00085 +2037 +40405 +60175
-30361 00127 +20333 +40424 +60185
-30363 00170 +20392 +40 .132 +60309
-3G3J5 00238 +204r0 +10470 +60332
-30419 00360 +20415 +40471 +60306
-20302 00367 +20439 +40513 ±70012
-20352 00417 +20555 +40549 +70063
-20371 00422 1 +20956 +50016 +60045
-20301 00430 +20479 +50067
-20416 00.150 +10130 +50278
-20421 +10129 +30182 +50326
-20431 +10143 +30379 +50343
-20437 +10182 +30409 +50352
40447 +10171 +30416 +50370
*
Numbers ' in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign
text.
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1Table 2
-30270 -20440 -10460 +10429 +30111
-30299 -20483 •10550 +20420 +5049-9
-30362 -20491 00288 +30009 +89360
-30376 .	 -20492 00376 +30190 +50375
-30385 -20499 00403 +30484 +60404
-20046 -20533 +10136 +40339
-20122 -20645 +101381 +40-143
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